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Besides, the ministry has launched 'Clean India' campaign under which cleanliness has become an
indispensible norm at all the tourist destinations. Recent Trends During the period , the Caribbean region
registered a  Also, a high level of hotel construction is under way in Cuba, mostly in association with Western
European consortia. As a literature person, I am very passionate about reading and participating in my
thoughts on paper. The responsibility falls on hosts, who must make it a point to inform and educate visitors
on acceptable behaviours and dangers posed by going against the advised codes of conduct, such as disposing
waste haphazardly. The tourism sector, particularly hotels, can play an important role in attracting foreign
investment and providing training for nationals. I have been blogging for 3 years and through the Fast Read.
Given the complexity of tourism consumption, its economic impact is felt widely in other production sectors,
contributing in each case toward achieving the aims of accelerated development. Most of the foreigners from
the Western countries such as the US, the UK, Canada, Pakistan etc are turning towards India for the
affordable and world class health care services and treatment. This is in part the result of the declining
importance of sugar, bananas, bauxite, and oil as engines of growth. Much of this growth is likely to take
place in the Caribbean, increasing its share of a growing market that could represent 15 million visits to the
region by the end of the s. In the industry of tourism, there are a number of components that link together, to
provide a family, couple or a group with a vacation. Although the majority of tourists to the Caribbean are
from the United States, the percentage is dwindling as other countries discover the islands. In Aruba, Puerto
Rico, and Cuba, over 70 percent of the rooms are in establishments of more than rooms. Virgin Islands, where
it represents nearly 80 percent of all U. Each of these factors is in turn influenced by a number of elements.
The Ministry of Tourism and other stakeholders of the industry are taking every initiative to tap the potential
of rising domestic tourism, that traces its roots to increasing disposable incomes and a changing mindset of
Indian travellers. The World Trade Organisation definition of tourism is activities that require travel from
home and staying away from home for at least 24 hours. The funds are being used to develop four resorts on
Margarita Island, where approximately 60 percent of all tourism projects under development are located. The
industry provides employment to over million people worldwide. The OAS estimates that to produce a unit of
value of Jamaican currency in the tourism sector, 0. This represents an 8 percent increase over the previous
year and reflects a continuing rise in average expenditure per visitor although this is partly due to inflation.
The Tourism Advisory Board recommends rmportant measures for promotion of tourism. Medical tourism has
formed an important source of revenue for the healthcare sector. The Government of India is taking a keen
interest in promoting the different forms of tourism such as, 'rural tourism', 'eco tourism' and 'spiritual tourism'
'spa tourism', and 'adventure tourism ' etc. The former represents a mobilization of international financial
resources, which can be regarded as a desirable substitute for foreign borrowing. Secondary employment is
generated in agriculture, industry, handicrafts, and services. The impact this industry can have in the different
stages of economic development depends on the specific characteristics of each country. The pull factors play
a significant role to make the destinations more attractive and tourists value their interests towards the culture
and heritage. S largest study community. Outside management can be used to train large numbers of nationals
who would not otherwise have access to training. It has the potential to generate mass employment and
contribute significantly to the economic development of the country. There are several types of tourism
available in Vietnam. All these efforts bore results and the impacts are evident across the sectors. Every room
in a three- or four-star hotel in Venezuela generates one job, according to the IDB; for five-star hotels, each
room creates 1. The cruise-ship sector is expected to continue growing rapidly during the remainder of the
decade. September and a 3. Essay on tourism News analysis, commentary, essays on bums research for
business technology professionals. Hotels account for about 75 percent of tourism employment distribution,
transport, finance and insurance, and entertainment make up the other 25 percent. Within a country, tourism
demand originates in urban concentrations where the highest incomes are found. But in the case of
international tourism, if the index of average international tourist expenditure is taken as the expression of the
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price of the international product, the prices received have enjoyed greater stability than the prices of raw
materials - in fact, prices have tended to increase in a stable manner, because, among other reasons, of the
demand for holidays, the growth of business travel, and the rigidity of destination supply in the short and
medium term. At the spatial level, tourists prefer to travel in regions with little industrial development. For
these reasons, tourism can become a dynamic force in regional economies.


